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Pages 290-311 

 
Part 1: Terms  
Write definitions for all terms. If necessary you may use outside resources, including Wikipedia.  Just make sure 
you provide a citation. 
 

Taika reforms Empress Koken Heian 
Tale of Genji (Lady 

Murasaki) 

Fujiwara bushi samurai Seppuku (hari-kiri) 

Taira & Minamotoo clans Gumpei wars bakufu Yoritomo 

shoguns Hojo Ashikaga Takuaji Ashikaga Shogunate 

daimyo Choson Koguryo Sinification 

Silla kowtow Kumsong Yi dynasty 

Nam Viet Trung sisters Khmers and Chams Nguyen Le Dynasty 

Hue    

  
Part 2: Questions 
Choose THREE of the short essay questions to answer. Make 
sure you indicate which essay you are answering. Essays must 
be at least 2 paragraphs long. If necessary, feel free to use 
outside resources to help, just provide a citation as to where 
you got the information. 

1. Describe the influence of Chinese culture during the three periods 
of Japanese history (Taika, Nara & Heian). Give specific examples. 

2. Describe the Taika Reforms in detail and why did they fail? Be 
specific. 

3. Describe the process that led to the decline of imperial power in 
Japan and the rise of the Shoguns. Make sure you discuss the 
warrior elites in Japan at this time and the growing isolation of the 
imperial court. 

4. Describe court life in the Heian period. How does it compare to 
the European court life (during the same period). (use Chapter 10) 

5. Give some examples of social, political and economic institutions 
during the Bakufu Period/Age. Be sure to describe them in detail. 

6. Describe the relationship of Korea to China and how was she able 
to “maintain…independence” from China until the early 1900s. 

7. What classes and institutions were largely “sinified” in Korea and 
Vietnam and why? 

8. How was Vietnam able to remain independent of China? 

 
 


